Quality control for system count rate performance with scatter in gamma cameras.
We aimed to analyze the optimal conditions to carry out the periodical statistical control tests of the gamma camera count rate performance. First we focused in reproducing the actual R(20) value of the gamma camera response. Second we studied the variability of this parameter in the statistical control test. We performed a reference measurement, which consisted of the determination of the complete curve relating observed and incident count rates, the counting model describing it and the reference R(20). This reference determined the conditions for the statistical control tests and the way to analyze the results obtained. Results from three different gamma cameras were studied. Each gamma camera showed a different behavior and required specific data analysis. The optimal conditions to perform the statistical control test were determined in each case. Our procedure provides the information necessary to correlate the average value of R(20) obtained in the quality control test with the reference one. The critical requirement to perform any statistical control test, that is to have a reduced variability of the control variable, can be fulfilled in this case only for relatively high activities.